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The Nissan Bluebird is a compact car with a model name introduced in It has been Nissan's
most internationally recognized sedan, in multiple body styles, and is known for its
dependability and durability. The Bluebird originated from Nissan's first vehicles, dating to the
early s, and its traditional competitor became the Toyota Corona. The Bluebird was positioned
to compete with the Corona, as the Corona was developed to continue offering a sedan used as
a taxi since Toyota Crown was growing in size. Every generation of the Bluebird has been
available as a taxi, duties that are shared with base level Nissan Cedrics. It is one of the
longest-running nameplates from a Japanese automaker. The Nissan Bluebird nameplate began
appearing around as the Datsun marque was phased out in favour of Nissan. From to , Australia
followed the Japanese convention by calling its car the Bluebird, and had a unique, facelifted
rear-wheel-drive version for and That car was replaced in by the Nissan Pintara. It would be
replaced by the successive Bluebird, also called Pintara, until ; then the range was brought in
line with the Japanese model, for the U13 series from to In an unusual twist, brought about
under the short lived Button Plan , the Pintara was also rebadged for Ford Australia as the Ford
Corsair , reviving a Ford UK nameplate last used in the s. In , the Stanza became the Nissan
Altima. Currently, the Bluebird is not sold in North America; in , the Altima was completely
redesigned, becoming a model unique to the North American market. The Bluebird sold in
Europe between and was in fact a rebadged Nissan Auster â€”this was replaced by the Primera
in Nissan's European line-up in A six-cylinder version called the Maxima was released in the s
and became a separate model. The DAT corporation had been producing cars since , but
through the s, much of their profitability depended on government subsidies of their large
trucks. The new car was called "Datson" i. The car fit into a new category of small cars, limited
to half a liter's displacement. The Datsun Type 11 was a small car with a cc, 10 HP side valve
engine and a three speed transmission. The Datsun Type 11 had the same engine displacement
and external dimensions as an Austin Seven, and information about the British car was widely
available within Japan. This paper is supposed to have provided detailed explanations and
illustrations of many of the mechanical components of the Austin Seven. Some authors say that
it was a licensed copy of the Seven. Some websites have pointed to this as evidence supporting
the hypothesis that the Datsun was not a copy of the Austin. The Datsun Type 12 was a small
car produced by the Nissan corporation. The name Datsun was used by DAT for their line of
small cars. After the DAT corporation was absorbed into Nissan, these cars continued to be
produced, and the original model name was maintained. The Type 12 was basically similar to
the earlier Type 11, but had a larger engine. Japanese laws at that time did not require a license
to drive automobiles with small-displacement engines. The original limitation for this class of
vehicles was cc displacement engines, but that was changed to cc in Nissan responded to this
change by producing a larger engine, and gave the more powerful car a new name, the Type
Nissan after selling its factory. Its grille was chrome plated with a tall heart shaped opening
instead of the Austin 7 like grille. It is the first Datsun model to have a truck variant called the
13T , along as being the first car exported from Japan; a total of 44 vehicles were exported to
South Africa and Australia. The Datsun Type 14 is externally very similar to the Type 13 but
uses the addition of a leaping rabbit emblem at the front. Mechanically, the old DAT engine of
the Datsun 13 was replaced with the Datsun Type 7 engine , a side valve four-cylinder engine
with a displacement of cc Nissan produced the vehicle at Yokohama , along with its commercial
truck version called the 14T. The Datsun Type 15 was mechanically very similar to the preceding
Datsun Type The Type 7 engine was retained, by with a higher compression ratio, increased
from 5. All Datsun 15 models have bumpers. Both the Type 15 and 15T were produced in
Yokohama on May , with the 15T having a different engine cover that has near vertical vents
instead of the cars horizontal vents. The Datsun Type 16 is the successor of the Type It could
only be differentiated externally by detailing on the bonnet and changes in the bonnet mascot
and its logo. The last Datsun small car is the Datsun Type 17 which is distinguished by a wide
vertical bar in middle of the front grille. Production began in April and, according to Nissan,
continued until January Although David Bent claims that it finished in late as part of the
cessation civilian car production that followed the Japanese decision to focus on military
vehicles. Nissan resumed automobile production starting in November with the Datsun DA
series. Nissan also offered commercial vehicles, and the DA was sold as the Datsun truck,
which was essentially the DA with a shortened cab for the front seat and an exposed cargo area
attached to the chassis. Yuichi was the son of Hiro Ohta, who founded the Ohta Jidosha car
company, which produced cars in Japan between and , until it became part of Tokyu Kogyo
Kurogane shortly thereafter. All of these models were built on the identical pre-war chassis,
itself a copy of or at least heavily inspired by the Austin 7. The chassis is short and with a
narrow tread, as do most inter-war British cars, leading to somewhat ungainly designs with
large overhangs on all sides as Datsun attempted to incorporate the post-war automobile

design language. In Nissan entered into an engineering cooperation with the British Austin
Motor Company , and offered a Japanese-built Austin A40 as their top-of-the-line model. In
Nissan revamped its passenger car products, begn with the Datsun Sedan series. It was
introduced to Japan within a month of the introduction of the Toyota Crown RS series, and was
smaller than the Prince Sedan introduced earlier in and the Subaru introduced in Sedans built in
Japan during the s were mostly intended to serve as taxis, and introduced mass production
techniques, as opposed to earlier vehicles made using a slower hand-made process. This sedan
was designed to be compliant with the Japanese Government's dimension regulations passed
in Aside from not using the name, the A is the direct forerunner of the modern Bluebird line. The
last model, introduced in June , received an all-new, developed in-house gearbox. The earlier
and had been using the four-speed, floor-mounted transmission from the Austin A40 Somerset
then built under license by Nissan , but the new received a column-shifted four-speed unit
which narrowly allowed seating for three in front. There was also a K listed, a two-door cabrio
coach version. Its engine was based on an Austin design, as Nissan had been building the
Austin A50 Cambridge under licence in the s. The was known for doubling Nissan's production
at the time and was the first Nissan to be exported to the United States. In some markets, this
model was exported as the Datsun The had succeeded the similar series, which had been on
sale since two years earlier. The Datsun was introduced in October as a low cost option to the ,
mainly intended for taxi use. Subsequent models included the October which featured cosmetic
changes, including twin taillights, a larger rear window, and chrome trim that extended to the
rear fender. For export markets, mainly the United States and Australia, there was also a bigger
engined version available. There was also the series of small trucks based on the The Datsun
Bluebird which debuted in August was an all-new car, and was available in Japan at the
dealership sales channel Nissan Bluebird Store. The was built from to There were three models
built: , , and â€” In Taiwan it also replaced the and was known as Yue Loong Bluebird The
Datsun was also sold in Korea. The model was also sold in New Zealand and was one of the first
Japanese models available there, beginning in May In July , a five-door station wagon was
added WP The P was powered by the 1. A smaller-engine version simply called "" was powered
by the 1. The and were equipped with a 3-speed manual transmission fully synchronized for the
and The station wagon was also available for the and The was also available in a deluxe version
DP By February , a 1. Styling tended to mimic larger American cars. A very small number did
make it to the United States. This generation of Bluebird became one of the first Japanese cars
to be sold in significant numbers in Europe, after Finland fully opened its doors to automobile
imports in mid Although not very fast, the sturdy Datsun was well-suited to the rugged Finnish
roads of the time. In September , Nissan brought the Bluebird up-to-date with boxier styling by
Pininfarina , resembling European designs, particularly the Lancia Fulvia. The appearance
appears to have had an influence on Nissan's first V8-powered Nissan President in , and the
Nissan Sunny in This generation Bluebird was introduced in time for the Summer Olympics as
Nissan wanted to offer an all new, modern appearance in time for the games. Two basic models
were built: â€” with a combination rear lamp set consisting of round and rectangular lenses,
and â€” , which featured the same combination rear lamp set as the earlier through , changing
to higher mounted rectangular tail light sets for On both, the rear direction indicators were red
or amber, according to market â€” New Zealand, which allows either, took the with both and the
with red only. The series sedan and station wagon plus a light delivery van was assembled in
South Africa at a factory in Rosslyn Pretoria. These cars were all in CKD format. All SS models
were equipped with a four-speed manual transmission. Initially, only a four-door sedan and
five-door station wagon were in the range, but a two-door was added in September The
two-door SS was launched in February The and were also available in a deluxe version DP and
DP A "Fancy Deluxe" version was also available in the home market. To minimize production
costs for export, the windshield wipers used a pattern where the wipers started in the center
and wiped towards the edge of the windshield, instead of from the passenger side towards the
driver. In May the base engine was enlarged to a downtuned version of the 1. The transmission
remained a three-speed. As usual, a pickup truck version was developed and sold in parallel.
For some reason it broke with the earlier standard of simply changing the second digit of the
chassis code to a "2", instead labelling it the The commercial-use further marked the divergence
of Datsun's Bluebird and truck lines as it continued to be available until Later versions received
a modernized front end, similar to the contemporary Bluebird. In the United States, only the
four-door sedan and wagon were offered; the two-door was never available. The 1. The "" still
enjoys considerable fame in the U. Like its predecessors, the Bluebird line was imported into
New Zealand, this time as a single 1. Local content included glass, radiator, upholstery, carpet,
paint, wiring and numerous other items. A few automatic and twin carburettor SSS versions
were imported built-up from Japan, primarily for buyers who had access to funds overseas and

could utilise the country's 'no remittance' new car purchase scheme to avoid lengthy waiting
lists. An automatic gearbox model was also available for the DeLuxe range. They were a GL and
a GL. The cars were used in numerous motorsport rallies by Ewold van Bergen from Pretoria,
South Africa, who was a test engineer for Nissan Japan. The meaning behind the U suffix is
"User Oriented", to signify the higher comfort levels than predecessor could muster. The was
one of the first Nissan products to adopt a popular styling appearance, called " coke bottle "
which appeared internationally during the s and s, an appearance shared with the larger Nissan
Cedric , as both vehicles were available at Japanese Nissan dealerships called Nissan Bluebird
Store. The SSS hardtop coupe was the first Nissan to adopt the new bodystyle, and subsequent
Nissan products soon offered the appearance in both 2- and 4-door versions for several
decades. Also in Japan, the was initially sold alongside the but eventually replaced the It
borrowed its suspension and drive train from the outgoing , with some modifications. Likewise,
the four-door and two-door retained the class-leading, independent rear trailing arm design,
while the wagon reused the rear live axle with leaf springs from the wagon. Whether four or
six-cylinder models, all s were equipped with Nissan's L-series inline engines. In many export
markets, including UK, Europe, and Australia, the was badged as the B or B with respect to
particular engine displacement. The Bluebird name also often appeared in advertising and in
brochures. As a result of Japanese Government passage of emission control regulations,
Nissan introduced their emissions technology in , using a badge that said " Nissan NAPS "
Nissan Anti Pollution System on vehicles thus equipped. Most s worldwide came equipped with
either a four-speed manual or a three-speed automatic transmission, but a five-speed manual
transmission was available in the Japanese and Australian markets. As with the , the SSS trim
included miscellaneous sport options and a higher output engine with twin-Hitachi carburetors.
A Japan-only SSS-E model was equipped with Bosch -licensed electronic fuel injection , and so
was one of the first, mass-produced Nissan vehicles to be sold without a carburetor. Called the
G, it came with a stretched front end to accommodate the longer engine and featured a different
grill and other aesthetic modifications. This model was not available as a wagon. The Bluebird
received a facelift in , with prominent turn signals mounted on the front corners and with a more
squared off grille as well as new taillamps. New equipment such as a remote trunk opener,
interval wipers, a central handbrake rather than the earlier "umbrella style" one , and new
interior materials accompanied the external changes, while the engines were now capable of
meeting the most recent emissions regulations, marketed as Nissan NAPS. A minor upgrade to
the front suspension offset strut tops for the led to slightly improved handling before the
introduction of the In the United States and Canada, the car was sold simply as the "Datsun ".
For and , North America was the only market outside Japan to have its HT models equipped
with the unique, six-bulb tail lights that covered the entire rear panel, requiring the license plate
to be mounted below the rear bumper. The car originally received criticisms for elevated noise
levels and engine drivability problems; Nissan responded with engine improvements during and
a new engine for , mounted on new engine mounts to lower noise and vibration. Gross
horsepower ratings are and respectively. Until the introduction of the six-cylinder , the was
Datsun's largest car sold in North America. New Zealand market cars initially were a single 1.
The Todd-built cars gave Datsun dealers a new range of paint colours all different from those
Campbell's offered. A four-door participated in the and East African Safari Rally. Shortly after
the introduction of the , Nissan launched a new line of slightly smaller cars January utilizing
parts and styling cues from the In Japan, it was exclusive to Nissan Cherry Store Japanese
dealerships as a larger companion to the smaller Nissan Cherry , thereby giving Nissan the
opportunity to sell a Bluebird-sized vehicle at a different sales channel. The use of the name
was a source of confusion because it implied that the model was either a larger, upscale version
of the it was the opposite or a newer model in the Bluebird line. This car was built at various
international plants and was marketed under different names as local conditions required. As
the Bluebirds traditional cross-town rival, the Toyota Corona split into a new model called the
Toyota Carina , the Violet appeared just under three years after the Carina did. The was
introduced in July Engine options were largely carried over, with all petrol engines offered in
Japan meeting the emissions requirements thanks to Nissan's NAPS system. In Japan the
range gradually received upgraded motors which could pass the emissions standards; these
models carry series chassis numbers. Japanese market series vehicles replaced the Bluebird
badge on the rear decklid with a NAPS badge, identifying emission control technology as
having been installed. The process of meeting the standards began in October and continued
until August and meant replacing the earlier L-series engines with the new crossflow Z engines ,
based on the L. In Japan there continued to be a six-cylinder version of the Bluebird available.
As before, this received a longer wheelbase and nose, while retaining the rear end of the regular
Bluebird range. The Bluebird G6 used a carburetor for the base model and fuel injection for the

sporty version. The 2. At this time, with several UK auto-producers losing market share, Datsun
had grabbed the headlines as the UK's leading car importer. Introduced in October in Australia,
[48] the first Bs were all fully imported in sedan , station wagon and coupe forms, the latter
retaining the SSS badge. In January local assembly began for the sedan, followed shortly by the
wagon. The sedan trim levels were GL and GX. While the coupe remained a hardtop , Datsun
added an opera window in the rear pillar. The coupe was discontinued in Australia in The engine
used is a larger version of the L series engine from the preceding B. Almost immediately the B
became Australia's top selling four-cylinder car, a position it held until it was displaced by the
Mitsubishi Sigma. Its popularity however remained strong right through the production run,
family buyers appreciative of the plentiful interior room and standard features. It may have been
somewhat conservatively styled, but the effort Nissan had put into the engineering of the car
made it reliable and tough, qualities most Australians rated higher than a more advanced
design. However, in practice the live rear axle, being an Australian development, proved to
actually benefit the car's overall handling dynamics. The biggest downside to the B was the
noise the driver would have to endure. The 2-litre overhead cam engine could be very loud when
pushed up through the rev range, and to make matters worse there was always plenty of drive
line vibration. These issues prompted an exhaustive correction programme to be undertaken by
the parent company in Japan, and thankfully later models were somewhat improved. A sportier
version of the B sedan was released in June The new SX featured a revised grille, front spoiler,
alloy wheels, revised door and seat trim striped seat inserts and tachometer, while the
suspension was altered to improve handling. The colours available for this model were simply
blue, white or red, and the only transmission available was a 4-speed floor shift. Significantly
the SX was a unique model to Australia, the added input from Nissan's Australian design
engineers signified a step away from just assembling cars. This in turn led to the locally built
Datsuns, and later Nissans, being re-engineered to better suit Australian conditions, with many
components being sourced locally a tradition that would continue right up until , when Nissan
ceased local manufacture. In October , the B was revised with a new grille, bumpers, seats, trim,
and dashboard. The seats were a unique Australian design for the locally built cars. This facelift
was penned by Paul Beranger , a former Holden designer â€” years later he would style the
Toyota Aurion. In , a limited edition B Aspen GL sedan was released featuring distinctive
shadow tone paint available in green, blue, or grey. The B was discontinued in May , replaced by
the Datsun Bluebird. Australian comedy band, Tripod, have written a song about the B, called
"B. This model was also released to New Zealand in , assembled CKD in 4-door sedan and
5-door wagon forms. A coupe model was also released, imported built-up from Japan. Unlike
the Australian models the sedans used the independent rear suspension system of the
Japanese specification models. For the first two years of assembly the cars were fitted with a 1.
Automatic transmission was optional for both. Nissan also added its first luxury ZX version with
this generation â€” features included velour upholstery, 'luxury' cut-pile carpet sourced locally
and tinted glass. There was also, for the first time in Kiwi assembly, a wagon variant with
mid-range trim and equipment. During a number of changes were made on the car, namely an
engine enlargement to 2. Due to New Zealand's favour for smaller-engined models, a 1. With a
longer nose than the regular Bluebird, to accommodate a longer inline-six engine, it was
powered by two versions of the SOHC L-series I6 engine: a 2. The sport version channeled
power through a four-speed manual transmission for the sedan and wagon, five-speed
transmission for the coupe. These cars were rear-wheel drive and had a semi-trailing arm rear
suspension. The station wagon variant, only sold in North America, had a rear live axle for load
carrying reasons. Some fuel-injected versions had automatic transmissions. The new Datsun ZX
did not share much of the 's chassis as thought, though the was not available with that Z car's
larger 2. The first use of the "Maxima" name happened on a domestic Japanese market luxury
version of the Stanza , in August The Bluebird , the last of the rear-wheel drive Bluebirds,
featured simple clean-cut lines, unlike the "Coke Bottle" styling of its predecessor. Bluebirds of
this generation were renowned for reliability but rusted away in salted areas long before the
engine gave trouble. In Europe, the Bluebird was joined in by the similar-sized Stanza , which
gave Nissan buyers the alternative option of front-wheel drive and a hatchback body style for
the first time, as front-wheel drive hatchbacks were by now overtaking rear-wheel drive saloons
in popularity. The Bluebird was modified to front-wheel drive in October , but retained the boxy
styling of its predecessor. At the time, Nissan's design chief believed this method of styling
would remain popular. Even though every panel was changed and most details were
considerably smoother, the drag coefficient remained a fairly high 0. The range was offered in
four-door sedan, four-door hardtop, and five-door station wagon forms. This model was offered
in Europe for only two years before Nissan began building the Auster as the Bluebird at its
newly opened plant in the UK in Certain Bluebird models diesels and station wagons continued

to be offered alongside the T12 "Bluebird" in some markets. As usual, the Bluebird received
ample standard equipment in European markets. In some markets, the petrol 2. Although the
U11 sedans were replaced for the model year, the station wagon continued to be built until The
six-cylinder Maxima also continued to be built without the "Bluebird" portion of the name from
May until October , when an all-new Maxima appeared. Most of the wagons sold in Japan were
to commercial vehicle specifications, but a plusher Wagon was also offered. The range was
available with 1. This 2-litre V6 was available naturally aspirated or as an intercooled turbo. The
U11 Maxima featured a larger 3. There were also naturally aspirated or turbocharged 2-litre
diesels. Counterintuitively, the turbodiesel had better gas mileage in standardized test cycles,
presumably due to it being less stressed â€” as long as one did not take full advantage of its
better performance. Australia made do with the series, which was facelifted in New Zealand
marketing for the U11 proclaimed the vehicle as the 'Widetrack Bluebird', to differentiate it from
its very similar-looking predecessor. Several Wiri-assembled models including a wagon were
offered with 1. The alloy head castings all had an unused location for a second spark plug per
cylinder, as twin-plug , fuel-injected versions of the same engines were used in certain markets
US, Japan, Scandinavia with stricter emission laws. The T12 was introduced in Europe in as a
replacement for the U11 Bluebird. The saloon versions four-door were available first and the
hatchback five-door became available in January Nissan replaced the boxy U11 in September
with the U12 series, offered in four-door sedan and four-door hardtop body types. The hardtop
sedan was later fitted with a center "B" pillar structure to increase body stiffness. The top level
car was the V6 VG20ET "Bluebird Maxima" station wagon from the previous generation U11
series and was still in production at the introduction of this generation. At the time of
introduction, there was also the limited production SSS-R model, with lowered weight and a
special high-power engine as well as oversized extra headlamps and racing livery. With the
Maxima having been spun off into its own range, U12 Bluebirds were all four-cylinder models,
with either a 1. The sports and luxury versions came with a factory viscous LSD. In October the
U12 Bluebird was facelifted, receiving new rear lamps and other minor external changes. More
importantly, the 1. The base 1. There was only a single 1. It only remained on sale until the next
generation Bluebird was introduced in August , and so only 1, of these cars were sold in Japan.
This model was sold as the Nissan Pintara in Australia, replacing a larger Skyline-based model,
from to In Japan, a four-door sedan and four-door hardtop were offered, although Nissan of
Australia did create a five-door Pintara 'Superhatch' model that was sold as the Bluebird in
some export markets, including New Zealand. It was marketed as the 'Bluebird Aussie' in Japan,
selling complete with a fluffy little koala, Aussie flag under the clock and other small touches.
Sadly for Nissan Australia, Project Matilda was not the success it had hoped, even with a twin
built for Ford Australia called the Corsair , which was even less successful. Most of the early
Bluebirds of this generation sold in New Zealand were again assembled locally from CKD kits,
as had been the case with almost all NZ-bound cars since the first generation in the early s. The
Japanese-made, NZ-assembled cars were replaced by Australian made U12 sedans at 'facelift'
time though the Kiwi-built wagon, a body variant not made in Australia, carried on. All models
were available as a 4-door sedan and 5-door hatch, except the TRX, which was only available as
a 4-door sedan. Local assemblers Tan Chong were losing the low-cost market to local upstart
Proton in the mids by , Nissan sales in Malaysia were down 90 percent from their peak a few
years earlier. To revive their fortunes, Tan Chong attempted to reposition the brand as
"upmarket standard," taking on brands such as Honda. As a result, the U12 Bluebird was priced
much higher than the preceding generation, and was also available with more equipment and in
a more powerful, fuel injected 2-litre Super Select model. There was also a carburetted 1. In
Chile the U12 Bluebird only arrived in , as the U11 generation had remained available until then.
A five-speed manual was standard, with a three-speed automatic available in the 1. The U13
series was launched in Japan in September as a four-door sedan and four-door pillared hardtop.
The two models were visually distinct: the four-door sedan had curves where its U12
predecessor had edges, while the hardtop, called the Nissan Bluebird ARX , had more
traditional styling. The Bluebird wagon was replaced by the new Nissan Avenir. Projected
production for was 15, cars per month, 13, of which were intended for the Japanese domestic
market. The new Bluebird was designed with comfort in mind. The more spacious cabin was the
result of a longer wheelbase and a slightly taller design, in a package retaining the length and
width of the previous model. The engines used in the Japanese models ranged greatly in
capacity and type. It had only a single throttle body as opposed the GTi-R's multiple throttle
body, smaller bearings, hydraulic rather than solid lifters, and a smaller turbo. US cars are also
larger due to the fitment of bigger bumpers. The Australian delivered U13 Bluebird was released
in late and terminated in Series 1 ran from until while Series 2 ran from to Series 2 saw the
addition of a driver's airbag, revised grille styling, and a seat belt warning light. The Series 1 LX

model came equipped with cruise control standard but strangely it was an option on the Series
2. Compared to the LX, the Ti had climate control, a sunroof, woodgrain styling, and gear
selector display on the instrument cluster automatic models only. Despite there being a sports
model SSS , the LX was the fastest of the Australian models due to having the least weight. The
model received much praise for its handling roadholding, with some models benefitting from
the Attesa's passively steered rear wheels. Several versions of the sedan, including the first
local Bluebird to have standard factory-fitted air conditioning automatic climate control in this
case and optional locally supplied leather upholstery. At launch, some local motoring writers
criticised Nissan NZ's decision to fit luxury equipment items instead of airbags in top versions
but the company insisted there was not yet sufficient retail or fleet buyer demand. Nissan Motor
signed an agreement with Dongfeng Motor Co. It was the U13 model that was chosen, and is
sold there as the Nissan Bluebird. This featured a U13 central section but heavily revised front
and rear ends. Owning to Chinese censors , no mention of the car's Taiwanese or Japanese
origins was made in advertising in Mainland China. The car is marginally longer at 4, millimetres
Nissan switched to boxy styling for the final U14 Bluebird for January The American Altima
developed into a completely separate line of cars, with new L-series chassis codes. Only a
four-door sedan was offered. The hardtop and the option of a 1. The Nissan Hyper CVT
automatic transmission was available in this generation along with standard four-speed
automatic, five-speed manual, or as an all-wheel-drive with a five-speed manual. In a final
limited run of SSS models was produced. These cars have a special red and grey paint job, gold
rather than the standard silver emblems, and red metal covers over the headlights. It was a
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that often lead to rear-end collisions. For a while cracked radiators were the number one enemy
of Nissan transmissions, but these days it appears the transmissions are their own worst
enemy. In other words, they're completâ€¦. All Problems. Each with their own trim levels,
bodystyles, and special blend of headaches. A group of years for a specific model with the
same design, features, and problems. Grouping all models by their year can reveal some
baddies. Running tally of owner grievances filed to CarComplaints. There's a lot of news out
there, but not all of it matters. We try to boil down it to the most important bits about things that
actually help you with your car problem. Interested in getting these stories in an email? Signup
for free email alerts over at CarComplaints. Seems like a quick way to make a lot of enemies on
the road. Good news is that it's being recalled. The not-so-good news is the recall won't begin
until March 1st. District Court judge tossing out the automaker's motion to dismiss. That's why
they're recalling the model year to prevent possible fuel leaks and, subsequently, possible fires.
The best way to find out what's wrong with a vehicle is from the people who drive them. Not
only do owner complaints help us rank vehicles by reliability, but they're often used to spark
class-action lawsuits and warranty extensions. Plus, they're a great way to vent. Add a
complaint. In other words, they're completâ€¦ Continue All Problems. Key Numbers 30 models
Each with their own trim levels, bodystyles, and special blend of headaches. Recent Nissan
News Alerts There's a lot of news out there, but not all of it matters. A busted relay in the
Pathfinder's brake light switch can cause the brake lights to stay on after the driver releases the
pedal. Posted on January 29, Tagged recall Source carcomplaints. Posted on November 2,
Tagged lawsuit Source carcomplaints. Posted on March 22, Tagged news Source
carcomplaints. Posted on February 28, Tagged recall Source carcomplaints. Posted on February
15, Tagged recall Source carcomplaints. The coolant in the radiator in the car has the important
task of keeping the engine cool and preventing overheating, which can cause severe damage.
Over time, small amounts of dirt and debris can clog up the system which circulates the coolant
, reducing how effective it is at cooling things down. When this happens you may need to have
your radiator flushed. As you use your car on a regular basis, deposits can start to build up in
the radiator system of the car. This causes blockages, which can make the circulation of the
coolant less efficient. If this happens, the engine gradually becomes hotter and hotter, and can
eventually cause damage to the engine itself. A radiator flush helps to prevent this problem, and
should form part of the regular maintenance of your vehicle. The procedure involves draining
the old coolant from the radiator and replacing it with a special mixture of coolant, detergent
and water. This mixture is circulated through the cooling system of the engine, gradually
removing any build up in the radiator channels. This is then drained from the engine, and the
standard mixture of water and coolant is replaced. Many mechanics will offer the radiator flush
as a one-off procedure or as part of a general service. The procedure itself can take a few hours,
which is why you can expect to pay much more for labor than parts. The additional time comes
from leaving the engine to cool initially, running the engine with the detergent mixture through
the car, then running the heating system at the highest setting. The engine will then need to
cool completely before the mixture can be drained and standard fluid put in place. There are
various benefits to having the radiator system of your car flushed on a regular basis. It should
generally be performed around once a year to keep your car running optimally, but this can vary
between manufacturers. A drain is usually a very inexpensive repair, while a flush will cost a
little more. Removing Deposits of Rust and Scale â€” These build up in the system over time,
and a flush will help push them out of the system. This will reduce the risk of damaging your
radiator or overheating your engine. Water Pump Lubrication â€” The new coolant contains
additives which will lubricate the water pump in your car, helping prolong the lifespan of the
part and saving you money. Gets Rid Of Contaminants â€” Removing old coolant helps get rid
of any contaminants which may have built up over time. Helps Identify Issues With Your Cooling
System â€” When you have the radiator flushed, most places will inspect your entire cooling
system for any leaks or other issues. Catching any problems here can help prevent them getting
worse over time, again preventing future damage to other parts of the engine. In general you
should have the radiator flushed around once a year , but this will depend on your annual
mileage and the recommendation of the manufacturer. Most cars will have the work done as
part of their annual servicing, alongside things like having the oil changed. Other factors which
can play apart include your driving habits, the quality of antifreeze you use and your driving
environment. The general recommendation is to have it flushed once a year or every 40, miles,
whichever comes first. Remember that engine coolant is highly toxic, so it will need to be
recycled properly. Many garages will do this for you, or there are specialist places for recycling
it. Another way to save money on a radiator flush is to shop around for the best deal in your
area. Many garages will run special offers on routine work like this, so if you keep your ear to
the ground you can usually find a good deal. Compare your quote to other individuals from

around the country to make sure you are getting the best deal. Remember me. Need to book this
service? Find a Local Mechanic. Table of Contents. Radiator Flush Costs Submitted By Our
Users Compare your quote to other individuals from around the country to make sure you are
getting the best deal. Subscribe to our mailing list. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. It
looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. June edited May in Nissan. Hi all, A newbie
here. I am in the market for a new car with the intention of keeping it for long term use thinking
at least 10 years. I am very interested in the Altima 2. A little bit of history: A few years ago I
bought a used Nissa Altima Really like how the car drove, but it was giving me a lot of
maintenance issues. Ultimately the headgasket blew at around k miles and I sold the car. Wife
remembers that car well. Hence her doubt about me purchasing another Altima. How long have
you had your Altima, and how reliable has it been? Would really appreciate any input you would
have on the subject matter. See Also: Nissan Maintenance and Repair. June Well, I can't speak
long term for the altima mine is , but I can speak for nissan reliablilty. First nissan I bought was
a sentra XE. I put , miles on it over 12 years and traded it in running. When I traded it in in , it
still had the original belts, hoses, atlenator, water pump transmission, clutch ect. The cv boots
and joint were the only mechanical parts i ever replaced. Having been so reliable, in I bought my
second nissan. A sx se. It now has , miles on it, and is 9 years old. In that time, the only work
that was ever done to it was 1. Replaced the front disc brakes at 79, miles, and , miles. One
defective part, one recall, and two sets of brakes. Its the reason I stuck with nissan and bought
my altima. Hi jd, thanks for your reply. Certainly makes me feel more comfortable. I am surprise
nobody else has responded to my question so far. Maybe they are out driving instead of
spending time on this forum. Anyway, any complaints so far for your Altima? Not a one. It has
actually exceeded my expectations. Oh, and by the way, don't base reliability on used car
experiences. August I am the happy owner of a 97 Altima, actually purchased new in July of As
of eleven years now, I can say that there have only been two instances that my Altima did not
start. The first incident was because I accidently left the interior light on overnight, my own
fault. The last incident was the distributor failing at the , mile mark. I now have , miles logged on
this car. It also has the original timing chain which is supposed to be good for , miles. How's
that for long term reliability? October We purchased a new Altima in and drove it for 13 years
and , miles. I have had 2 Altimas in the past. The first one, a model was absolutely trouble free.
It got involved in an accident this year but I loved it so much, that I ended up buying a Altima
SE. This one however, had its share of issues. But the main only reason for those issues was
the extremely poor way in which the owner had handled the vehicle. I had to get some work
done on it, but having been a Nissan owner in the past, I knew it was worth it. It now drives like
a dream. Its got miles on it, no isses at all. Actually, a month or so back, I traded it in for a
Honda Accord V6. I had been a huge fan of the Accord and had always wanted it. Fortunately for
me, the deal fell through and I was able to get my Nissan back.. This is just my opinion but I will

tell you that I love driving the Altima more than the Accord V6. The Altima might not have the
same power that the Accord does, but it definitely feels much sportier. I especially love its thick,
leather wrapped meaty steering wheel. The leather on the Altima feels different and much better
than the one on the Accord's steering.. I also have had the same concerns as you but i was
looking at the 3. Nissan QA seems to have dropped significantly. Even below domestics. Most
people not in the know will think Nissan are very reliable because its a [non-permissible content
removed] car. Oh and on a side note. I have an 03 ford F 4x4 FX4 with the 5. He bought his car 2
years after mine and he has had more problems than me fuel pump went out almost immediatly
after he bought the truck. He bought his truck new. Also his truck is not nearly as big as mine
yet his gas mileage is the same or worse than my truck and he has to put premium in his. I have
two Nissans. I have a '96 Nissan Pickup Truck. The only odd thing about it is that the paint on
the wheel rims peeled off quite a while back. Other than that, the ONLY thing I've needed to do
to the truck is replace the belts, which is quite normal. I have used and abused the truck for
more than a decade, and it just keeps rolling. I've recently purchased a Nissan Altima Hybrid, so
there's no long-term data to be had, there. It seems well made, and only minor bugs have made
themselves known. Oddly enough, a rattle developed in the overhead soon after we bought the
car. We took it in to the dealer, who found that my wife's sunglasses were rattling in the
sunglasses holder :blush: It's important when checking for long term reliability of a car to NOT
get sucked in by anecdotal evidence. Anecdotal evidence is when you judge a car or anything,
for that matter based upon a couple of stories, rather than a trend of hundreds of instances. If
you have a neighbor who's Nissan is a lemon, that is not a reason to not buy Nissans, any more
than the neighbor on the other side who has a Nissan that never needs gas, has gone to the
moon and back without a hickup, and can levitate. A good place to go to see long-term
reliability is Consumer Reports and organizations like that. While you may not be able to see
evidence of your particular model if it's a new one, you can get a general sense of the stable of
all the Nissans by looking at the reports. Those reports are gathered through questionnaires
sent out to new car and not-so-new-car owners. They're usually pretty good. Nissan's record of
reliability has been somewhat spotty for some vehicles, and better for others. Nissan is paying
attention, though, and I personally believe they are the hidden gem of brands. Their cars in the
past few years have gotten significantly better across the board. They are fighting that legacy
reputation, but the quality of their product is now very good. Nissan quality is fine. It had a lot
more to do with the companies near bankruptcy. But, things are better now. Wow, this thread
has certainly gotten more active lately. Unfortunately I haven't yet purchased my car. Got laid
off recently due to company shutting down. So now everything has to wait. I have however had
a chance to test drive the Altima 2. Now it has been mileage. November Just a little testimony to
Nissan The G20 has , miles, with NO engine issues ever other than one fouled injector at k.
Never needed a CV joint or axle. No rattles or loose trim. Only issue now is a worn 5th gear
synchro. That G20 was my first Nissan product, and the reason I'm considering another. I was in
a similar situation two weeks ago. I did not know a lot about Nissan but I liked the Altima. Did a
lot of research and finally bought the Altima 2. I am looking for excuses to drive the thing
leading the wife to think I may have something going on the side. I traded a great Ford F which I
had purchased for a particular purpose, and I have not regretted it yet. Two weeks does not
make a history, but I hope everything goes good. If not, that is why I purchased the seven year
warranty. Could be money down the toilet, but on the other hand December Nissan has already
changed its image since and is now more concerned with performance, style, and looks. Nissan
is no longer interested in high reliability like they did in the 80s and would rather get only
average reliability ratings instead. According to Consumer Reports, the Nissan Altima is the
most reliable Altima ever made in history. There's a high chance I think that Nissan will not
make another reliable Altima again that will be better than the After , Nissan Altima is getting
more black dots. Nissan is done, I think. Did you know that Camry is not on the Consumer
Reports recommended list anymore? Yes I know the poor rating, but I can really bet for sure
that the Toyota Camry, which will be the last year of this current generation, will be more
reliable than the Nissan Altima. Like I said before, Nissan is done. That's just dumb. I had a 97
Altima, , miles and ran like a top. Sister is driving it still with no problems. Now have a Altima
with 40, miles, love it. Runs great, plenty of power for a 4 cyl. I drove a rental for 2 weeks with
the 4 cyl and CVT and loved it as well. The CVT is awesome! The 07 did feel a bit lighter and
perhaps "cheaper" in some way than my 04 however. Looking at purchasing a Pathfinder or
X-terra soon. Oh, wait Nissan is done January You're right waltchan, Nissan IS done, if they
don't change their ways. The Nissan Altima 2. There are more reports every day of the Catalytic
Converters failing, engines burning lots of oil and engines needing to be replaced. I already had
to pull the head off a Altima 2. Please don't buy a Nissan without first checking the history out
throughly. Yea, they're about finished if you ask me. I actually saw on the news that Nissan just

claimed bankruptcy. They cited the fact that electricdesign from the Edmonds board claimed
they are done so knew the writing was on the wall. Ha ha ha! That is funny man! Maybe there are
a lot of people that are happy with Nissan, but some are not. I'm not sure how the numbers run,
but when it happens to you, then it's a lot more personal. When you get screwed by Nissan, it
does'nt make you want to go out and buy another Nissan. I'm glad you guys are happy with
your Nissans, and I hope they keep running well for you. But as for me, my next car will be a
Toyota. It is good to see you can take a joke as that all it was and nothing more. You have every
right to not trust their cars due to a personal experience and I would probably feel the same way
if I got burned by them. However, in terms of their success as a company jd pretty much hit the
nail on the head It seems every time I turn my head on the road I see an Altima or Murano. I
actually don't own a Nissan but am considering one to replace my current car. I have been
reading reviews and comments on this forums for all the companies to guide me on my
decision and you will practically find owners with problems for all of them. Good luck on your
next Toyota. I don't blame you a bit for not ever being willing to buy a nissan again. You right, it
does suck to get a :lemon:. In view of all I have read on this thread, I must wonder if the Altima
2. I have only miles on the vehicle and think it is one of the finer vehicles I have driven with the
CVT being pretty hard to beat. The only draw back would be the motor that sounds like the
valves need adjusting. Everything on the car seems to work as I would expect for a new vehicle
and the in line four supplies more than enough ponies for what I need. The tires could have
been upgraded to a higher quality, but as the car runs now, I am pretty happy. Fit and finish on
the interior are certailny good enough on a 25K car but if I were paying 50K for a Lexus I may
have a few gripes. What I am saying is that this is probably one of, if not the nicest, cars I have
owned and as I have heard from others, longevity will have the final say. I put miles on a car per
year and it will take a long time to get to the 80, to , mile mark where most of the observed
problems have been seen, if there will be any problems at all. I am hopeful that all problems with
the 2. I had more problems with my wifes Honda CR-V so this cannot be much worse. All I can
do is hope that Nissan's engineering will do the job. When id says "no car company is perfect"
he says all that has to be said. I don't think you have a thing to worry about, since you put such
low miles on the car, you probably won't acumulate enough miles to see any significant
problems. In your case, the long term longevity will not be a concern for you. Everybody loves
those cars when they are new, so enjoy yours. My concerns about the longevity of the cars I
buy is Great because I can not afford to buy new cars and trade them in every 3 or four years.
Then I have to drive and maintain it for 6 years and another 90K miles, so it will have about K to
K miles on it before I am ready to get another 5 year old SUV. So that period of miles between
75K and K MUST be reliable milage, hence I do a massive amount of research to be sure I get
good reliable vehicles that will last a long time. During the time that I own the SUV, I do not want
to have to pull the engine apart or pull out the transmission. I expect to do ONLY routine
mantenance, such as engine oil and filter changes, air filters, transmission fluid flush and fluid
changes, tires, etc. Reliablity is extremely good, gas milage sucks. Next car for my wife may be
a Toyota Highlander, we are looking now. Good Luck, E. Interested in purchasing a Altima 2.
Pics look great and sounds great on paper. An eBay Motors purchase. I'm looking for any
feedback from '05 owners regarding vehicle reliability. Please reply regarding any issues. Also,
looking for any feedback regarding dealings with eBay Motors. I am also interested in buying a
Altima 3. Can anyone please say anything about the "05 Altimas and if they are reliable or not.
Its also one of the fastest :shades:. You can search the reliability at Consumer Reports. They
usually have annual car buying guide - both for used and new car. Your local library should
have the copy of it, or you can go online to your local library to download the electronic version.
May I bought a Altima new. I still have the car. It has , miles on it. It is now having transmission
problems, and I fear transmission repair or replacement would not be cost effective. I still love
the car, the quality, reliability, solid feeling, and actually everything about it. The body and the
interior are in great condition. I think it's time to say goodbye, but I'm emotionally attached to
the car. We've been through a lot together. I researched new vehicles and found I really couldn't
afford a new Altima. It reminds me so much of my Altima: the thick, leatherlike steering wheel,
the interior, even down to the "wood" trim, solid feeling of the car, the console, the trunk, etc,
etc. In fact, the only complaint I ever had with my Altima was its inability to turn short. My new
Corolla even has a nice tight turning radius. I'm in love again. I only hope my new Corolla is as
reliable in 15 years as the Altima has been. Just kidding, I don't plan to keep it that long! I didn't
plan to keep the Altima that long, either. Life got in the way. Since you liked the Altima so much,
did you consider the Sentra since you bought the competition Just curious, since my daughter
is looking at a new car purchase soon. I didn't like the way the Hondas "felt" when I sat in them;
the deeply sloping windshields reminded me of a Neon I once rented in Boston. I actually liked
the Nissan Sentra but discovered it was made in Mexico. Mexican really doesn't. Perhaps the

Sentra is made in more than one factory, like the Corolla. I did not research it. I've owned
Toyotas in the past, so I went that direction instead. I appreciate your candid opinion. I've had
mine since June and have never had a problem with it with The only "problem" I've had with it is
that it has become a magnet for other cars to rear end 3 times now since moving to Washington
State near Seattle. I only had them check it out to make sure nothing had been damaged where I
couldn't see it, and nothing had been. One other issue I learned within one week of having it
was that the power windows had been calibrated incorrectly and they would move to a default
position of partially open whenever I fully closed them. Problem solved the next day when I
brought it in. I have an 05 Nissan Altima 2. I bought it in with 10k miles on it. I love this car. It will
be three years old in two weeks and I just rolled 88k miles lastnight. I spend quite a bit of time
driving and my car has been great with no mechanical problems. I took it in once for recall work
and all they ended up having to do was adjust the computer setting. I never even noticed a
problem, just following up with the recall request. I get great gas mileage and I plan on keeping
it for quite a long time. This was my first foreign car purchase and Im happy I did it. I would
definitely recommend an Altima to anyone. I bought an '05 Altima with 38k last August. The
owner hadn't performed a 30k maintenance on the engine before I bought it. However, after
having it done, the car runs smoother and had a increase in fuel econ. It's my personal belief
that the engine failures were with early versions of the engine and had been addressed before
the 05 models came out. My engine does not burn any oil. The car does have some wear issues
on the inside. Again, my car was used. The glove box door has deep scratches in it and the
"wood" trim has a soft clear coat and scratches very easily. Beyond that, nothing has fallen off,
torn, or broken. I've had no electronic issues with the car either. The car has 43k on it now and
runs fine. I have had only one mechanical issue: Parking overnight on an incline, the fuel
apparently drained away from the engine, and it wouldn't start. After pumping the gas pedal
while cranking it, the engine started. Afterwards, I dumped a bottle of fuel injector cleaner in the
tank and since did the 30k maintenance on it. This may have been a fluke since I have not been
able to repeat it, or the treatments to the fuel system fixed the problem. This may be the fault of
the shop just as it might be with the car. Hope this helps. Enjoy your Altima! It has sold well
over a million units, and continues to be outsold by only the camry and accord. I know thats of
little consolation to those who have had the engine problems. For every person here who's had
an altima develop the dreaded "oil consumption" problem, there are thousands who haven't.
Probably involving driving habits, type of fuel, and whether or not the recall was performed, and
performed properly. It's probably also notable that most of the people who have had the
problem have had it on cars they've bough used. February Additional comments: It seems that
most people that own on up Altimas, who have the excessive oil consumption problem or the
bad cat problem, are people who bought them used and have milage above and beyond the
warrenty. Though some cases have appeared during warrenty, most I have heard of are after the
warrenty period, but still in a timeframe where you would expect an engine to last. So, how long
do you think and engine should last? From my long experience, I think a well cared for engine
should easily last over , miles. I drive all my cars to at least K to K miles, and they remain
reliable and trouble free, with no major engine or transmission work, BUT you have to buy the
RIGHT ones, do the right maintenance, and most of all do your extensive research before you
buy the vehicle. But as time has went by, it has now developed a history of unreliability for
some of the owners. My personal opinion is that the fault is not in the engine itself, as I have
torn down and worked on the engine, and it seems quite well built. It seems to me that the
problem stems from 2 possible sources, First, the computer programming may allow lean
mixtures at inappropriate times, causing the exhaust to run too hot "under certain conditions"
burning the catalytic converter top screen, thus allowing some inner cat material chemicals to
break loose and get sucked back into the engine, damaging the inside of the engine. Second,
the precat itself fails because the top screen fails or burns and allows the precatalyst material to
be released and get sucked back into the engine and producing excessive wear in the pistons,
piston rings, and cylinder walls. From what I can surmise, there are two ways that this problem
could have been avoided. First, the computer should have been programed properly. Those that
are not should be "reflashed" to correct the computer programing. Second, the Precatalyst
should have been better made with a heavier duty top screen that would not burn out and allow
the release of the catalyst material back into the engine. Further comments; Other
manufacturers use the same precatalyst set up on their cars with no problem, Toyota and
Honda as examples. That is because the computers are programed properly and the Precatylitic
converters are well made to contain their chemicals. March I'd be willing to bet that in the
majority of cases involving the oil consumption problem that the recall either: 1. I own a Altima
2. I have enjoyed it since I first got it in late The engine just began burning oil at , miles and my
mechanic said that I need to get a new catalytic converter. I love the car and would have

considered a new one, but my mechanic told me that verstion is still being made the same way
and may encounter the same problem because of the location of the cat. Should I expect the
same problems with the '09 verstion? He said I should look at the 3. I haven't heard of any
problems with the and up altima. But he is correct, the 3. Those stories about Honda's are just
that - stories. The new Altima is excellent and will last you 40 years. Remember that since we've
made a lot of progress in the world. I own a honda in addition to my 2 nissans. April Also posted
this question on maintenance board. Helping my son make decisions. He really likes the Altima
and can get a with mid-high 30, miles for about 12k. These are all pretty entry level cars without
upgrades. I vote for the because it had warranty left on it and comes with lots of airbags and
ABS. Some of the 's have ABS, but not side airbags. He is 19 and could care less about safety.
He will without a doubt be putting bigger rims on it, I've herad him mention 20's, 18's minimum.
So there is no point in getting one with upgraded sound and steering wheel controls. This stuff
will void out parts of his warranty, right? Making the warranty on the '08 less of an issue. Altima
redesigned in ? Is that year one to stay away from? I had told him re-design years are usually
bad. I have an 06 Murano that is great really low miles though and read horror stories on the
early model years, that is why I am afraid of the SHould we be afraid of the '07? I like the idea of
him getting the "newer" design for value, but the '06 has a nice price! HOw does that compare
safety wise, price wise? OR, he hasn't looked at the Accord. I would imagine the crash ratings
are pretty near ientical. Price wise, you're going to pay more for the accord. The accord has the
best resale value in the class, so if your buying used, its going to cost you more. Check all
those problems before you buy any altima Sign In or Register to comment. Nissan Altima has
been added as another vehicle to the list of cars with troubling transmissions. For the past few
years, many drivers have been complaining of Nissan Altima transmission problems, most
notably stuttering between gears, hesitation, sputtering, vibration, not shifting properly, and
even complete transmission failure. These Nissan Altima transmission problems have been
complained about not just this year or last, but dating back to Consumers have filed complaints
dealing with steering issues, engine problems, fuel system defects, window issues, and airbag
lights. The problems have been so frequent that CarComplaints. If you are dealing with Nissan
Altima transmission problems, or any other issue with your Altima, it is essential that you get
back to a Nissan dealer as soon as possible for warranty repair. Make sure the service adviser
is completely aware of any and all issues you are dealing with, and that these issues are
accurately displayed on your repair invoice. Once you are back in the shop three or more times
for any repeated repair, or if your vehicle is out of service an extended period of time, you may
want to look into your rights. Feel free to complete Get Rid of Your Lemon form. If we are able to
help, there is no cost to you at any time! November 6th, at pm. I have a Nissan Altima that I am
leasing through the Uber program xchange leasing. I am having problems with the
transmission, it lose acceleration power while driving after2 hrs. The only way to correct the
problem, I would I have to turn the car off for about 30 mins and then it would be fine. I did a
google search of this issue, and found Nissan had a recall on Nissan Altima pertaining to this
issue so I contacted them on this problem. I gave them my VIN and they said that my car was
not on the list. December 5th, at pm. Michelle: if you do not have a Nissan warranty, Nissan may
not be held responsible for repairs. January 11th, at pm. I have a Nissan Altima! I fall in love
when I used it for the first time. It was easy to use, sleek, light! I took care of it like the apple of
my eye. During 10 years it just went 3 -4 times out of state! Never been in an accident and then
10th year! It crumbles under my hands. The ignition is not working! A loud squicky sound
comes from the engine. I noticed reddish spots in the flooring! Oil Leakage! Mileage K! I was
expecting more from Nissan. This care is very well maintained. Every other week it goes hand
wash. It went regularly to check ups! I called and they said I need to bring the car to one of their
centers. But unfortunately my car is not working so I have to tow it there. Why on earth did I pay
you 22K????? I am punished because I well maintained my car and never abused it. I should
have this problem before K or before 7 years. Well I am sorry I did not fit into your time line. I
feel like I am robbed! I am felling cheated! I fell I have been Used! You took advantage! There is
no way Nissan did not know about the Altima ! I just googled it K complaints. From
transmission, from oil leakage from ignition problems. January 13th, at am. I have a Nissan
Altima S 2. Took it to Nissan dealership and they said transmission needed to be replaced with
74, miles on it. Nissan Consumer Affairs would not cover the cost of the transmission failure
even though they found the CVT fluid was burned which it is not suppose to burn. Camshaft
sensor was replaced car ran for about miles then check engine light came on again. The check
engine light pointed possible faulty mass airflow sensor and or reprogram CVT. Replaced that
transmission failed completely. Engine runs, but the transmission will not engage in drive, or
reverse. I feel robbed and cheated I was under the impression Nissans were good cars they
know about the issue but are not willing to resolve the problems. I am so upset because this car

has been taking all the money that I have. March 1st, at am. I just brought my car to the
dealership this week because of rough shifting between 1st and 2nd and they called to say the
trans had to be completely replaced. Its a with only 54, miles on it!!! This is the 2nd Nissan Ive
bought with a major defect the other was a and I will NOT be buying another ever again. The
cost od repairs and a rental is being coveres by the dealership where I purchased the car. March
21st, at am. At 75, miles my Nissan Altima needed a new transmission. I was out of warranty.
Didnt feel safe In the vehicle anymore because it put me down while my kids were in the car
almost causing a major accident my car just stop Accelerating in the middle of rush hour traffic
so I traded it in which left me upside down! Sucks a lot!! March 29th, at pm. We have a Altima
that has been having problems with the transmission. We perform regular service for tuneups,
oil changes, brakes, etc. The car still looks very good but on a hot day the transmission fails to
stay in fourth gear on the freeway, and in Texas, a hot day is common. What recourse do I
have? Coralia Chase: coralia. April 21st, at pm. April 27th, at pm. I Bought my Altima new in
early They were trying to get rid of the s, so I felt I got a good deal. Beautiful car. Got all the
amenitiesâ€¦. This happened again about 4 months later. Had to take it back immediately after
because the squeaking was awful. Not covered by their latest screw up. No thank you. Now, my
transmission is slipping. Or a Chevyâ€¦, Or, pretty much anything else. Never again Nissan!!!
You suck. May 8th, at pm. Took my Nissan Altima to the dealer last week. Transmission was
shifting rough, engine idled rough when stopped at light, and it felt like the accelerator was
pulsing when I tried to accelerate from stop or very slow speed. Car had 54K miles. They found
a code PO, and told me they need to change the transmission. A week later, I have the car back;
seems to run better. The worst part is that the serivce guy told me that the warranty ends at 60K
miles, even though they replaced the transmissoin at 54K. With Nissan having so many issues
with the transmission, the least they can do is extend the transmission warranty, espcially if it
has been replaced. If my car already had 59K miles, they could have put a band-aid on it, and
hoped it would be good for 1K miles. Not good. Never buying another Nissan again! May 11th, at
pm. We have a Altima 2. Hesitating in traffic and dying at stoplights. The kicker? May 15th, at
am. May 24th, at pm. I already put money out regarding this issue. My car is now not drivable. I
see that there are a lot of issues with this car. I want to join the class action suit. May 30th, at
am. I have never heard any Toyota owner mention a transmission problem. Maybe they exist,
but I have never heard of the problem with Toyota vehicles. I have owned two Toyotas that have
taken over k with no major mechanical problems. No problems at all actually, aside from
maintenance which can get expensive as the miles add up. For durability and dependability I
recommend any Toyota vehicle. My kids first cars will be Toyotas. June 1st, at am. June 2nd, at
am. We may be able to help you now. June 9th, at am. Car would slow down on Highway. The
manufacturer need to take action and recall to fix this matter. Our hard working money were
taken for the defected cars. This is not fair to us and i seek to find a solution of this matter. Can
we do lawsuits against the manufacturer? My Nissan Altima just died on the Turnpike.
Transmission problem. Car has miles and just out of warranty. June 20th, at pm. Nissan Altima
Transmission problem am so disappointed out of warranty. June 26th, at pm. I purchased a
nissan altima 10mths ago and now my transmission is going out. I took my car to the nissan
dealership and they told me the warranty only covers up to 60, miles. Called corporate and they
was no help. How can the consumers start a class action lawsuit against nissan? July 6th, at
pm. What do i do? This is my only vehicle. I have leased nissan altima in July , after one year
with 14K miles car have transmission issue and after contacting dealership they mentioned to
replace the complete transmission. I am wondered for a new car with in 15K miles need to
replace a new transmission. I am worried that i need to use the defective car or refurbished car
with the same amount of Lease that i have paid for new car. Can we go with lemon law. Even the
same car have 2 safety recalls. July 10th, at pm. Siriam: Once you are in three times for the
transmission issue or out of service 20 days or more, you will have a lemon law claim in New
Jersey. August 10th, at pm. Now a week and a half later my transmission failed no warning or
nothing by the car. My car just started slipping out of gear. How are they able to get away with
this problem and not have a recall for this problem. I thought these cars were suppose to be
reliable but I guess not reading other consumer problem. All I can say is wow. August 15th, at
am. I have a Altima â€” we have never liked the CVT transmission and everytime we complained
Nissan said it was normal â€” and we had to get used to it. We had a solenoid replaced about 2
years ago. The last month or so it started acting up, stalling, running very rough, and this week
it stalled on me 3 times in heavy traffic. Died on the highway 2 days after the engine light came
on â€” as I was driving it to the dealer for service and inspection. It only has 80, highway miles
on it â€” I will never buy another Nissan. September 1st, at am. I have a Altima 2. Failure Code is
P which is fluid transmission sensor. Recommendation from dealer is not to drive my car for
more than 2 hours. I have to stop 2 hours and let the transmission to take a break for minutes.

This is the most ridiculous problem solving or stupid solution. A new transmission is required
buy Nissan dealer does not want to fix this matter. My life is under risk if I do drive this Nissan
Altima for more than 2 hours. I will not buy a Nissan Altima, anymore. Be careful if you buy a
Nissan Altima 2. I have a Altima with miles. I have a Altima with and I need a new transmission.
September 1st, at pm. September 2nd, at pm. We have a Nissan Altima. The vehicle has miles.
We recently traveled to Tennessee for our 25th wedding anniversary. During that time the
Vehicle experienced vibration problems and would not engage in forward or reverse. We had
the vehicle towed to a Nissan dealership in Knoxville,TN. We had the recall done for the Cvt
earlier this year. The dealer only guaranteed the rebuilt transmission for 12 months or 12, miles.
I am looking into seeing if the recall was supposed to prevent the cvt failure. September 4th, at
am. All of these mechanical failures with Nissan Altimas. Bite the bullet and repair what is
needed. Get a detail shop to make the car look good. Most repair managers will past the you the
service repair number at the manufactures office. In other words he passed you the buck. He
will not get in volved. So get rid of them and tell others of your resolve. Good luck. Bite the
bullet repair what is needed. Next detail shop. Next trade in Toyota. Please of mind Do not let
these frustrations eat you up. Be proactive. Sit down with your partner get a game plan.
September 4th, at pm. Same out my when some dies nissan needs to stop lieing about car
transmission are death traps. September 7th, at pm. I have a Nissan that we bought brand new
and it came fully loaded. I have had air bag issues, the transmission replaced, the gear shifter
was getting stuck and had to be replaced. September 8th, at pm. I have been advised that the
transmission in my Altima needs to be replaced. The miles on the vehicle are just beyond the K
extended warranty coverage offered by Nissan. Is there any pending class action case that
addresses this issue? September 11th, at pm. Y Esp: I certainly think you should look into State
and Federal rights. September 12th, at am. Bought a nissan altima new. September 12th, at pm. I
have a Altima that I bought used this spring. As soon as I drove it on a hot day the transmission
slipped. I brought it to a Nissan dealer having found out about the extended warranty online.
This was after they admitted it could be dangerous. This is my second and last Nissan.
September 13th, at pm. I got a nissan altima 2. Can same one give me the real value price.
September 15th, at am. September 16th, at am. My Nissan Altima was bought new and we
serviced it at the Nissan dealership every time it was needed. And did whatever they asked us to
fix or replace regularly! They say our extended warranty 3 years or a certain amount of miles is
over 10, miles so they will not cover the replacement! Live and learn. September 19th, at pm. I
have a Nissan Altima 2. I noticed it was making a few odd bumps and wierd shifting.. My advisor
told me that was NOT part of the recall and if this continues they may need to replace the
transmissionâ€¦. September 26th, at pm. The dealership replaced my transmission being that it
was covered under warranty. How should I go about this? September 28th, at pm. I just financed
a Nissan Altima v6 3. A couple days ago I started to notice a shudder at low speed low
acceleration and it jerks once in a while from 1st to 2nd. I have an appointment Monday to get it
checked out at a shop in my warranties network. Tim: You should contact a Nissan dealer to
find out if the car is still under a manufacturers powertrain warranty. If it is, and you are back
three or times for the transmission, you may have a potential breach of warranty claim. Bernard:
I think the age is going to be an issue. Contact Nissan to arrange to get the transmission fixed
and then look into trade or resale. September 29th, at pm. The problem I am having is that I have
bought my used Nissan Altima and the transmission has already went out. This is ridiculous. I
did all my required maintenance and it still went out in less than 2 years. Of course I get no
assistance but of course the people still want the car note. Nissan Consumer Affairs is giving
me the run around. The warranty went out at , and I was at ,, you have to be kidding me. I bought
my car new in June of last year altima. Over the past couple months my car has started acting
very weird. When I stop at a stop light or to make a turn I am having to push my gas pedal to the
floor and then it takes between seconds to start to go. At first this only happened once every
few days and I thought I was crazy. Then my husband was driving and it happened to him. This
week it started doing it daily. I have maintained the vehicle changed air filter, oil, and brakes
regularly. I take it to nissan today and they check for codes and nothing. The tech that moved
my car experienced the issue and agreed it is dangerous. I asked what was next since my car is
still under warranty. I was told I would have to wait for a loaner car and bring my car back so
they could take a better look at it. I have children that ride in that car daily. I contacted Nissan
customer affairs and they said someone would contact me by the end of the day Monday.
Absolute worst car I have owned. I will never have a Nissan again. October 2nd, at pm. Bought a
used Altima 2. It has 80, miles on it. We had it 3 weeks before the transmission went out on it.
Thankfully we bought the extended warranty for it and they replaced it. October 10th, at am. I
have contacted the Nissan Consumer Board and they have created a case number for us, but
there must be legal protection for consumers who are plagued with well chronicled CVT

transmission issues. If so, what other actions are at my disposal for protection against this
faulty transmission? October 10th, at pm. John: I would certainly look into your lemon law
rights. October 20th, at pm. I would like to see Nissan make it right for their consumers that
purchased their Nissan Altima only to have the transmission fail at around 70, miles due to
faulty CVT transmissions that Nissan is aware of this and will not take responsibility for this or
do anything to help. Year after year they continue to use the same faulty CVT transmission. This
is not right and it is not fair. They have deceived their consumers by having the knowledge of
the CVT transmission failures yet still continue to use them. Please sign this petition if you feel
the same and believe Nissan should be held accountable and rectify this matter. October 30th,
at pm. In addition, if I drive two hours to Oklahoma City the console area where the
transmission is gets warm and by the time it is time to go home, approximately miles, it is hot. I
tried today to trade this car off. No dealer wants it. I am stuck with a clunker that I will be making
payments on for three more years.. I think the thing to do is to post letters in widely circulated
magazines to alert the public about the unsatisfactory performance of Nissan automobiles and
the fact that Nissan will not acknowledge the deficiencies.. November 7th, at pm. November
14th, at am. November 16th, at am. Sharon: Do not give up! If your current Nissan dealer is not
helping, take it to another one. Record the noise with your smart phone and offer to take the
service adviser on a test drive. Once you are in three times for the issue, with three invoices,
please call us at 1 to discuss your rights. November 26th, at pm. I have a Nissan altima when the
car was new was difficult to go up hills when reach December 6th, at pm. I bought a brand new
Nissan Altima. I drove interstate, highway miles a lot. Now, the car is over 33K miles. The engine
runs smooth. It has been few times it hesitated to accelerate from a stop, and once it starts
moving, it wont shift. What would you recommend me to do. December 14th, at pm. My Altima
with 95K miles on it is at the dealer now getting the transmission replaced. It went out with no
warning. Wishing I had bought a another Honda about now! December 26th, at pm. Similar to
problem mentioned 43 Jeremy Z, My car also has started showing transmission problems like
shuttering between gear shifts like you feel some thing is not right during the gear change and
not running smoothly. January 2nd, at pm. Bought the Altima with 85, in late for my daughter.
Not even a month the transmission starts to fail on the freeway because of transmission heating
issues, fortunately I was with her and we got off safely as it would not go faster that 40 MPH. We
found out it was covered under their extended ,, 10 year warranty because of the number of
similar failures. So we got a brand new transmission from the factory that totally failed again 2
years later with 60k miles of driving as the car had K and so we were out of the warranty period
and the work was only covered for 1yr. You have been warned, do not buy Nissan CVT
transmission cars. January 5th, at pm. Normally my car will give me a bite and smooth ride.
Lately I have notice that the tramsmission has gotten load when changing gears. I had my wife
drive my car to make sure that I was correct in what I heard. She drove the car and noticed the
same thing as me. I have been purchasing Nissan vehicules since and I am disappointed in the
performance of this vehicle because it only has 40, miles. January 15th, at am. On our way to
church, our Altima, miles, stalled at the red light. We have extend warranty. We traded in
previously our x terra bc of transmission went out. Our 2 Nissans same issue. Lots of problems.
January 17th, at am. They said i should be covered but having issues as to why a car that has
January 19th, at am. I got nissan Altima with , miles on it. It was driving home and as I got off
highway. I had to get my car towed back to my mechanic shop. It gives no warning sign.
January 24th, at pm. January 29th, at am. My transmission failed me without notice a week ago.
I only have , miles on it. On top of that i asked the service writer why do you think it went out so
soon? I said WTF!!!!!!!!!!! I am taking action. January 31st, at am. My son purchased a Nissan
Altima from the Nissan dealer about 2 years ago. He had problems from the beginning with this
vehicle. But the major problem now is the transmission. Nissan should fix these vehicles
because they admitted there was a problem with it. Sure they extend the warranty on it but what
about the people who just bought it from the Nissan dealer and the warranty on it was not there
long enough to recognize there was a problem. I can see if he bought it from a private owner but
this was from there dealership!!!!!!!!!!!!! I told my son never buy another Nissan ever to many
problems and far to much BS with them. Very disappointed in a dealership that is experiencing
the same problem with there vehicles from hundreds of unhappy customers and refuse to help.
I would have been satisfied if they even paid half so its not a total loss. Once again Nissan has
lost another customer in fact two now because I will never purchase one either!!!!!!!! February
5th, at pm. Yanet: if you are back for the transmission three or more times under your Nissan
warranty, call us at 1 LEMON LAW 1 to discuss your rights and how we can help. February 9th,
at am. There are no gears. One gear only, but infinitely variable and there should not be any
perception of gear shifting. The Australian Altima is imported from Nissan Thailand. Maybe a
better product than the US homegrown article. February 10th, at am. My heart breaks!!! Her 2nd

week driving by herself to work and now she is so afraid to drive the car. Nissan must be held to
account for these problems. Pls advice. February 12th, at pm. I bought a Nissan Altima less than
a year ago. They will also reprogram it after its rebuilt. Definitely going to sell the car. And go
back to Honda. I got , Miles on my last Honda Accord. February 18th, at pm. It seems to me
every Nissan altima is having problems with their transmission. I have a Altima and I need a new
transmission. They are setting the time limit in the cars to fail when that time is up just so we
can purchase an up-to-date model from dealers. They think they are smart. I will never by
another Nissan again!!! I am 70 years old and do not drive much. My car has 53, miles on it. I
was a mile from Nissan Dealer where I bought my car and drove it there. The service adviser
called yesterday and said it was the transmissionâ€”what?! I could not believe it. No car with 53,
miles should need a transmission. I have read other woes about the same thing on this website.
According to the manual, I am eligible for a replacement based on mileage but not on months. I
am going to file a complaint through customer care. I requested to be called by the owner
tomorrow. He was not in on Friday. February 21st, at pm. I purchased my Altima brand new in
and it currently has miles on it. Still within warranty. It is now at the dealership for the second
time with transmission issues. First time it occurred, I was already in motion going about 65
mph on the freeway and when I pressed on the accelerator, there was no response. I pressed
down harder and the RPM would not go above yet the speed slowly went up. I released the
accelerator, let it cruise for a few seconds and pressed it again and it responded. Second time I
was on a local street going about 35 and when I pressed the accelerator, no response again. I l
released for a few seconds and it responded when I pressed again. I took it to the dealer and
they said they test drove it with no problems. The service adviser told me I may have pressed
on the break and accelerator at the same time and confused the computer. When I looked at the
display, the RPM was not going past and the MPH was going up very slowly as a big rig truck
was coming up from behind very fast. I pressed all the way to the floor and there was still no
response. I released the accelerator for a few seconds and then it responded when I pressed it
again. During the same trip I was at 65 and it was the same scenario, but this time I grabbed my
phone and recorded it. As I panned back and fourth from the gauge display to the floor showing
my foot on the accelerator you can see the issue first hand. With my foot all the way to the floor
the car took 22 seconds to get from 65 to 80 miles per hour all the while the RPM was stuck at
Later during the same drive I recorded it again and it happened about 3 more times during the
same recording. When I took it to the dealership the following day and showed them the video,
the service adviser tried to tell me it was my floor mat in the way preventing the accelerator
from going down. I told him that is not possible for several reasons. Number three, the floor mat
is less than a half an inch thick so there is no way it would have blocked the accelerator. They
kept the car and sent me a message saying they were able to duplicate the issue without the
mat being in there just in case and they are sending a request to Nissan tech support to see
what to do because there are no error codes. They still have my car as of now and I am waiting
to see how they rectify this. My car is still under warranty so they need to take care of this but I
am concerned as to if they say they fixed it, and then it occurs again after the warranty is up.
Then what? March 9th, at am. I have a Nissan Altima. A few days later the check engine light
came on and I took it back to the mechanic. He hooked it up to the machine and told me it was
transmission issues. Nissan only covered this at this time up to 60, miles I did research on the
internet and found that they extended it doubling the coverage from 60, miles to , miles. The rap
dear tell me that they are covered up to , miles. I took my car to the El Cajon dealership. I then
asked the tech to provide me with a list of codes that came up when he performed the
diagnostic test. He gave me the codes and these were the same codes that I have from the
printout of my mechanic. I immediately contacted the Nissan on the mile of cars in National City
California and made an appointment. I then gave him the printout of the previous dealership
who said there was nothing wrong with my car. Mossy Nissan of National City went ahead and
corrected the problem they gave me a loaner car free of charge their customer service was
beyond what was expected. I did contact corporate and explain the situation to them and I am
formed corporate that I wanted my money back for the diagnostic test. Corporate did send me a
refund check in the amount of something dollars and I receive that check about a week later
after talking to the lady in the corporate Department. I want everyone to know that Nissan does
cover your vehicle for the transmission up to miles and as long as no one else has tampered
with your vehicle transmission. Please share this information with anyone you know that has a
Nissan. March 12th, at pm. March 14th, at pm. I have a Nissan Altima 3. The transmission was
suffering from severe shuddering around rpm, especially when going uphill. It became worse on
warm days or with a heavy load. I recently had my CVT oil replaced by Valvoline with their
synthetic CVT oil, and all my previous transmission issues have disappeared. The transmission
now runs smooth as silk hot or cold. Not sure what crap oil Nissan uses, but it will break down

quickly and ruin your transmission. No need for a dealer to do this if your warranty has expired.
It takes about 8 quarts. I drive about 40, miles per year, and for the small charge, will continue to
replace it annually. March 25th, at am. Unfortunately it was the transmission and gonna cost to
replace it. March 31st, at am. I have a Nissan Altima with 28, miles currently at the dealership
getting the transmission replaced. The car would hesitate when pressing on the gas. This
happened twice in a two week period so I took the car in to get checked and was told the
transmission needs to be replaced. April 4th, at pm. Hello I just purchased a used Nissan
Altima. At times the acceleration on the car seems to drag before it speeds up. The rpm is
starting to shutter kinda like some videos on YouTube. April 6th, at pm. This our 3rd Nissan.
Only purchased because of the sales staff is excellent. All service done by the dealership. Poor
quality build. Parts actually fell off while driving. Engine was solid though. Appears to be
common as well as complete trans failure at 75 to k miles. Selling as soon as possible. April
13th, at pm. I have a altima, only 74 k miles. We need to sue nissan its not fair we have to get
new transmissions on cars under k miles, we need a good lawyer whos gonna fight for us. April
14th, at am. I got used Altima with only km on it. Drove it for about km strate then it started
knocking, lagging and after more km it stopped. After cool off for 60 min coud continuer on my
way for about more km. A week later was going back home and did the same. Only at the end it
stacked in the 1 st gear. Nissan dealer replaced it free of charge according to the warranty. But
after I got rid of the car. The transmission they put in is the same. I mean it is new but the
problem in it will come again. Piece of crap. I purchased a Nissan Altima with less than miles on
it a week later transmission goes. I also experienced the loss of acceleration. Email me if your
interested in taken action. April 25th, at am. April 26th, at pm. Have a nissan altima had only for
2 years and only a year left on payments and my transmission goes out check on the recall and
of course my vehicle is not on it. My Altima with 82, just shut down without any warning. The
dealership says it would cost about 4, I am so disappointed. Why is this happening? May 1st, at
am. May 5th, at pm. Bought my car back in september of Its a altima at the time 20k but now at
37k miles and transmission already giving me problems. Jerks when i try and gain speed, rpm
gauge cause up and down like crazy, was left stranded at 2 lights because the car wouldnt move
when i would hit the gas. Then after continuous pumping the car would start moving but with a
jerk when shifting variables in the transmission. Have an appointment monday at nissan and
from whqt i read in here sounds like i might need a transmission. Purchased a brand new
Nissan Altima a couple of years ago. Drove to the Kentucky Derby only to have the car start
shuddering and driving poorly on the interstate once I arrived to Louisville, KY. Took the car to
Collins Nissan on a Friday night and had to wait for a diagnosis until Monday morning
everything closed on Saturday due to Derby. They informed me that it was a problem with the
transmission in what I considered to be a dismissive manner. They agreed to cover a rental for
me only after I asked about it as I needed to return to Virginia to work while waiting for the car
repairs. I live about 10 hours away and will have to make a 20 hour round trip this weekend less
than a week later to retrieve my car. I asked if Nissan would cover the cost of having my car
shipped since the issue is covered by the warranty and is an apparent factory defect. I was told
that I would have to pay for it. I will never buy another Nissan and plan to share my story
broadly to protect as many people as possible from my fate. May 9th, at pm. I own a Nissan
Altima S 64, miles 4k over the powertrain warranty. I bought it from a dealership and everything
looked and worked perfectly, but on that very day I bought it, I noticed a small jerking while
driving. Just bring it back if it happens again. This time, the jerking causes the engine to
completely turn off. We had it looked at by a Nissan specialist and he confirmed that the engine
is good, but the transmission is BAD. The dealership will not take it back unless I have a lot of
money for a trade-in and Nissan will not do anything about it. Thousands of dollars have gone
towards that car and I feel scammed. May 10th, at pm. May 14th, at pm. May 16th, at pm. Bought
a Nissan Altima, it has 55, Miles on it. Car begins to idle up an down while driving. Then jerking
at times. Got to Red light, when light turned green I lift my foot off brakes press gas, car started
to roll backwards. Press brakes, then tried again car jumped into gear. Took it to dealership,
they said I needed transmission. Next time I will research before I buy any car! May 19th, at pm. I
just crossed 60k miles, and now start facing transmission issue. Dealer recommend to replace
transmission with my own cost as warranty has been expired. Looks from all of your comments
that after expiration of warranty transmission goes out. I have Nissan Altima model. May 26th, at
pm. My daughter has a Jukeâ€¦.. I called Nissan and they are giving me the Run around. I
thought nissans last long time but I was wrong. This is what I hate about big companies taking
advantage of people. I need to read the consumer protection act and see what is our options if
not we all need to hire an attorney and take all our cases. May 29th, at am. Bought it spring at
26, miles. Owned it exactly a year and now have 70,miles on it. Have to turn off and wait like 10
mins before it would move again. Just went to the dealership today still with no engine light on.

Not all of us have money just sitting there for these contingencies to occur. Should have
researched the cvt issues on Nissan. Well, last Nissan for me I just have to bite the cost, man up
and sell it. June 10th, at pm. I am very disappointed in Nissan they put faulty parts in these cars.
I have a Nissan Altima it only has 53, miles on it the transmission is going bad it sounds awful
and jerks at times, also passenger seat belt lights come on and says its off. Not only is the
transmission bad enough now they say the air compresser is also bad in it. This car is not that
old and does not have that many miles on it to have this kind of problems,we have kept all the
maintenance up to date on it. Nissan needs to take their junk and make it good instead of trying
to have way fix them. June 11th, at pm. Cuts off when I put it in drive or reverse. Dealer just call
saying transmission. This was my 3rd Nissan i used to be a nissan lover never again will I
purchase another one. June 13th, at pm. What is the economic society come to, when a
manufacturer DOM. Call itâ€¦. June 15th, at pm. Own Nissan Altima, having same issues with the
transmission, have had to replace fuel pump, air flow sensor, water pump and found oil in spark
plug holes. Water pump should have been caught at general maintenance but when I have taken
it in service has been substandard. Found no water in radiator, tape in air filter and the oil all
right after maintenance. Now transmissionâ€¦..? My husband has a Geo with almost , miles on it.
No transmission problems still. I will join a class action suit Nissan needs to be made
responsible for this on all years that have this issue. June 24th, at am. We bought a Nissan
Altima a 4 cyl 2. I have done all the service as required and I have all the service records. At ,
miles the CVT transmission failed. I am going to have it repaired at the Nissan dealer where I
purchased the vehicle. Is there any recourse back to Nissan for any or all of the repair cost
since I just found out they have had a lot of trouble with this CVT transmission? I have to take
the bus to work. I am crushed. I with anyone who wants to sue Nissan. July 2nd, at pm. I bought
a Nissan Altima in Sept and I have done the maintenace on it. I was driving home Saturday from
getting oil change and tire rotation and the RPM started acting crazy and the car was being
sluggish. I was coming off the exit from the highway and at the stop light I put the car in park.
Once I did that and put in drive it started off slow but began to accelerate. Then I was driving
and it did it again. So I decided to take it to Nissan. Once I got the the dealership I was to turn in
and my car stopped all together and would not start. They had to push it into the shop. I got a
loaner and today I learned I needed a transmission. My car only has 22, miles on it and I have
not had it a year even. I am disgusted that I am reading all the transmission issues these cars
are having as the 2 other Nissans I had in the past gave none of these issues. I am not paying
yet as they said it was covered under warranty but I am afraid that now they are talking a 12,
mile warranty and he said it will pick up from the 60, mile warranty. Which is it? I am not sure I
am to trust anything. There should be a recall and we need to have a class action since they are
not caring about us as the buyers of what we thought were great cars. This will definitely be my
last one. I will go with a Toyota or Honda. July 3rd, at pm. I bought it March of last year. Two
days ago I could feel my car having issues switching gears and then after driving about 30
miles, I tried to accelerate over 65mph and there was NO acceleration at all but my RPM would
shoot to 4 or 5. Had to pull over and turn it off for a few minutes and then it decided to drive
after being turned back on. And they really sounded like they could care less. July 5th, at pm. I
have a Nissan Altima, 63, miles. Was just told by Nissan Dealer I need a new transmission. This
is crazy for a car that is just 2-years old. I bought a Nissan Altima back in Well at miles the
transmission started acting up. At while on a trip out of state Jt totally went kaput. I had to buy a
6k transmission. FF 3 years, the transmission did the same thing at about 50k on this
transmission. Note I went to only Nissan dealerships for this transmission and oil changes.
They tell me the replacement transmission only had a mile warranty or a 1 year. I sent messages
to consumer services and they told me that was correct. I bought a new car and decided to
never buy another Nissan product. July 16th, at pm. Bought a Nissan Altima too in , got a little
over k miles and it star slowing down and not picking up speed. Took it to the Nissan dealer for
a diagnostic check and low and below they told me it needed a transmission. Still owe 2 and a
half years payment on the car. That is so ridiculous. I am so disappointed in Nissan and it
happen right after the extended warranty expired. July 18th, at am. I have been back and forth
trying to get my car fix.. July 27th, at pm. I took my altima to the shop and it was leaking both oil
and anti freeze so they changed the engine oil cooler. Warranty on it is only good for a year.
Only this time they change the engine oil cooler and the engine oil sensor. That was 5 months
ago. Now my engine light is on. So we go back. They replace it. And now it has a whining noise
and wont drive over 40 mph. Say my trans is going out. I am done with Nissan and am trading it
in before it gets to where i cant. Not one problem til it just died pulling off the highway at a light.
No warnings or anything. Towed to Nissan Dealership. Had the CVT reprogramming recall done.
Out of extended warranty by miles. Problem seemed solved til 3 weeks later and exact same
issue happened again. No warnings, just stops driving. Nissan will not accept any responsibility

since I drove 41, over factory warranty. My Toyota Sienna ran for 12 years, , miles without ever
having a transmission issue! Replaced with this car, that I did love, til this happened. July 29th,
at am. I have Nissan Altima that I am financing. I purchased the car about a year ago from a
used car lot and it only had about miles left on the warranty about 6 months later well over the
mile warranty I was at a stop light and the car would not go and I had the Excelerator all the way
to the floor and I then thought to just to turn the car off which I did and started it back up and it
was fine. At that time I thought it was the fuel problem because I was stopped on a hill and my
fuel was low but it wasnt fully empty so I was boffeled as to what it may be. The next day I took
my car in for a regular oil change and it was fine the whole year till just about a week ago. Now it
does quit often especially after driving it for a long distance. July 29th, at pm. Wow I have a and
also have these transmission problems. I am scared to drive it out of town it drops speed
whines, Nissan needs to be made accountable for this. Too many have this problem and should
not have to pay for this. My husband is driving a Geo and it has , miles on it no problems with
transmission. Nissan is piece of crap and should be shut down. August 7th, at pm. We bought a
Altima 2. I was told nothing was wrong and had the fluid changed. August 13th, at am.
Purchased this car for my son as a college car. I previously owned Maxima SE. I got over k
miles on that car, so I decided to stick with the Nissans. On his way to school we encountered a
lot of stop and go traffic. We noticed that the cars had a hard time changing gears. Luckily we
decided to get of the interstate and take the locale roads to the school. I spotted a Nissan
Dealership and pull the car into the service center. When I explained the problem to the Service
Advisor, he knew right away what the problems was. Nissan has had a good record of reliable
dependable cars. If there is a problem with their transmission, they need to own up and fix it.
When I get it fixed, I will be changing to Toyota. September 3rd, at pm. I also have a Altima with
same problems I. The tranny warenty ran out bought a used. From salvage yard. Had my
mechanic install had no towards gears. I took it to Nissan the. Said that will have repiace valve
body. And re program it for 4, So I ask them if I get a nother used tranny if they would put it in
they said no. If I get it put in will they reprogram it. They said no we will still have to bring it back
here for New valve body at 4, I think they are just saying this to get the work. Has any body ever
heard of this before? September 7th, at am. Nissan Ultma transmissions are keeping my
transmission guy working 6 days a week. Nissan keep them coming he wants to retire at
October 5th, at am. Ok, Ive had 4 nissans 3 alitmas, and a pathfinder, have been waiting for
Altima to show up to trade my 14 Altima in and my tranny went WTF? Spoke with dealership,
and they said over the phone , it would be k for new tranny, waa also told that they stock the all
the transmission parts because it happens all the time!! Tomorrow, i will no longer be waiting
for the to show up I WIll be shopping for a new Honda. October 5th, at pm. I just purchased a
Nissan Altima S a few weeks ago. It has , miles on it. I got it used. At the time it seemed like a
great pick from the other 2 cars we were considering and I had to choose quickly because my
wife had no vehicle due to hers getting totaled. Then after contacting Nissan and corporate they
refuse to help at all. I spent everything I had and told her we were getting a good reliable
replacement but now I look like a jackass. Never will get another Nissan! Fool me onceâ€¦.
October 7th, at pm. I can use all the help I can get. October 18th, at pm. The first thing I noticed
was after stopping for a light or a stop sign, my car would hesitate as I tried to take off. I would
push the pedal all the way to the floor and nothing would happen for a few seconds. I next
noticed after driving a certain distance, the car would start jerking, the RPMs would be all over
the place and the car seemed to be having trouble changing gears. I asked my husband to drive
it but by the time he got around to it, the car would be driving fine. I guess because it had
cooled down I took the car to the dealer and my Nissan Altima with a little over 61, miles needed
a new transmission. I could not understand how a 3 year old car could need a new
transmission. My concern is they are replacing my faulty transmission with the same type of
transmission. The guy at the service department said that Nissan had improved the newer
transmissions. Yeah right! I will be shopping for a new car before my extended warranty
expires. After reading all the comments, I have no faith that the transmission will not go out
again AFTER my warranty has expired. October 20th, at am. Bought my car brand new in In , I
had to replace the ac compressor. I was driving home, car started jerking. I come to a stop light
and it completely cuts off. Turn the car back on, put the gear in drive and it cuts off again.
October 22nd, at am. I own a Morano with 66, miles. I noticed that the transmission started to
slip while riding down the interstate and when I would come to a stop and try to accelerate the
car would hesitate. I took it in to the dealership where I have it serviced and they said I needed a
new transmission. I am not a car guy but I do know transmissions supposed to last longer than
66, miles. My warranty ran out at 65, but fortunately I bought an extended one. October 26th, at
am. I leased a nissan sentra. Supposed to be new no miles but the dealer says it was a floor
room model. So there was 2k miles. Being a single mother didnt seem too bothered by them, i

felt It was new to me n my kids. But then I noticed upon driving off the tps sensor light was lit.
So I was told to put air at service center. He put air in all the tires, not knoing which 1 it was tht
needed air. So i drive off thinkin it would turn off. Ended up paying for a whole brand new tire 1
month later. Thats when i was informed it was indeed a factory warrAnty covered part or issue.
But that the part was on back order and they didnt kno when the part would be in. They didnt
call me in 6 months I had it. Month 7 I was in a accident and smashed into 2 parked cars by it
locking up or pulling. My car was totaled. My insurance didnt pay it all off so Im out a car and
still owe for what i believe was a defective vehicle. Not to mention I was on my way to my 1 st
day at a new job and lost that too. CAn i still be reimbursed?? October 27th, at am. Just made
my last car payment had 81, miles on it. Was have problems for about 6 months with hesitation
and engine light on. I was told first it was a airflow sensor problem 4 months later I needed a
new transmission. I did call Nissan Consumer Affairs and they gave me a rebuilt transmission
even though I was out of warranty. November 27th, at am. I have a Nissan Altima just Bought it
from a friend I have miles on it the cvt transmission just went out in it I was looking on line for
one and run across all the lemon law complaints on line how Bad the Cvt transmission is The
Nissan Dealership needs to Be held accountable for that faulty transmission Something needs
to Be Done about that issue. January 22nd, at pm. February 4th, at pm. I have a Nissan Altima
SL 3. The first CVT went out around 70, miles. Nissan basically stated exactly what each of you
have experienced. At approximately , miles, the new CVT Transmission began doing the same
thing as previously. I called Nissan again and asked them to pay for the repairs to be made; they
were not willing to work with me at all in any way. So, I decided to call Nissan again; call was
placed I spoke with another representative. I informed in what the issue is and why is the CVT
Transmission recall only for the 4-cylinder vehicles? He could not answer the question not
surprised, nor amused. Well, I called a Nissan dealership the exact same one that replaced the
first one ; they new exactly who I was. Actually, I spoke with the same service person who wrote
up my ticket back in I asked her about scheduling an appointment and asked for a courtesy
vehicle so I could get back in forth from my job, etc. I was told I would have to pay for the
courtesy vehicle each day it was in my possession. Moreover, the service person requested that
I come by tomorrow, if her manager approves my request to pick up a courtesy vehicle. Once
diagnosed, I will contact Nissan to see how they will handle the issue. I am very confident that
the issue will be the exact same issue in I am expecting a good outcome, but I am not holding
my breath either. The replaced transmission last only 30K mies?? Can you review my case
whether Lemon Law can be utilized? February 7th, at am. I have a Nissan 3. Between 50, to 60,
these transmissions seems to fail. Nissan Corporate headquarters was not helpful at all. I will be
trading this car in because I do not feel safe driving this car in fear of it stalling in the middle of
rush hour traffic. Bye Nissan. February 11th, at pm. I bought a brand new Altima 2. It has been
serviced regularly ever since it was purchased and seemed to be a pretty reliable car until the
mileage reached , It started about an hour into a trip on a hot summer day when I noticed a high
pitch whining noise. Luckily I was near an off ramp and was able to pull over. After letting the
car cool down about 30 minutes, I drove it home on back roads without the problem occurring
again. I took the car to a reputable mechanic the next day and was informed that I would need a
new transmission. Then he informed me that it would be around grand for a transmission. I went
home and read countless complaints online about this issue. March 3rd, at pm. I drove a nissan
altima driving for lyft, I drove this vehicle for a total of 60K miles straight! I never once had a
single issue.. The CVT transmission is one of the most brilliant transmissions ever designed.
Most people have no idea what a CVT transmission actually is. As a car enthusiast and
technician, I personally love it. The mechanical flaws with it though are the seal on the hydraulic
pully going bad and leaking which leads to reduced pressure giving you irratic gear ratio
changes and in turn making the steel belt slip on the pully which in turn leads to burnt fluid and
pulley damage. The easiest fix would be a revised seal and a thourogh investigation of the
programming to be sure its reacting properly to road speed and throttle response. All in all, The
altima is a fantastic vehicle and the CVT is an amazing driving experience. More heavy duty belt
design??? In closing, Dont let these complaints scare you or chase you away from an over all
great economy vehicle. I bought an Altima with miles on it. The engine rpm runs fast in low
speed to be able to accelerate the car and not stable in cruse control mode in free way. I
stopped at Nissan dealer and they said its valve control assembly is broken and they will
changed it. After a few hours they called me back and asked to get there to take a rental car
because they are going to change whole unite. I am happy but worry about issues which will
probably show up again. I am sad about Nissan now because I loved their car style until March
17th, at am. Transmission problems already cost me radiator problems two radiators are
installed engine light on airbag light on. Transmission problems already cost me radiator
problems two radiators are installed engine light on airbag light on Two Nissan Altima 3. April

15th, at pm. I bought a Nissan Altima 3. I do have a slight jerk from 1 to 2nd gear when I get the
car going. Had to reset my passenger airbag light, and airbag light on my panel. Very little
maintenance, oil changes and air filter, just recently changed transmission, radiator fluid, and
brake pads front and back. Getting the brake fluid flushed out next month. I have worked in
autobody as a repair collision tech for 4 years. Does this sound like I may have a lemon? May
3rd, at pm. Purchased a Nissan Altima nine months ago with over 30, miles and thought it was a
good car. At 63, miles while stopped at a light and getting ready to go, I accelerated and car
does not move. I pressed hard and the car took off fast. I took it to my service person and he
diagnosed it as a P Solenoid B Transmission problem. I am done with Nissan and will never buy
another one. I want every one to know that there is a transmission problem with this vehicle.
Nissan does not have a recall. Do your research before buying Nissan cars. June 1st, at pm. I
have a altima SR with the 2. There are miles on it and bought it was new. In the past few months
i have notice some strange sporadic stuttering at acceleration from stop or when turning and
accelerating, but i brushed it off until today i was waiting behind a line of cars and the side lane
opened up so i accelerated to get out of the line, but it was as if my car forgot what i was trying
to do. I had push it to the max and then it over accelerated til i regained normal driving. Several
times it did that from any start position, but went away after a while. It was to say the least scary
and dangerous as other cars behind me could have hit me. What the heck!!! Still under
warrantyâ€¦going to the dealer Monday morning! June 13th, at am. This issue started but then
stopped. Nisaan dealership in Tuscaloosa Al indicates that I needed transmission. I looked up
the information and seen where others were having problems also. It finally stopped pulling
where i had to buy transmission and have installed myself. Also for a car i only had a year. A
real bad situation leaving u hopeless. June 21st, at pm. Bought my 08 Altima used from a
private party. I had no clue about the transmission issue everyone was having. Recently after a
20 mile trip, computer went into safe mode again and when I stopped there was smoke coming
from under the hood. Why is Nissan not being held accountable for faulty products? And do I
have any recourse as a second owner? I just had my transmission replaced in my Nissan
Altima. I called the manufacturer, and explained the issue. After I had it diagnosed. I educated
myself first though, gave me a little more bargaining power. June 29th, at am. I have a nissan
Altima coupe 2. I bought the car at 99, miles and was able to get up to , miles on it.
Transmission has left me in traffic on a hot day with my son. I kelp maintenance on it up to date
do to a lot of traveling. Is it possible to put a different type of transmission in it? July 4th, at am.
I have a SR Nissan Altima. Had to pull over and turn it off for 10 minutes and then it decided to
drive after being turned back on. Bringing in my car for service. It better be under warranty I
only have 48, miles on it. Some of these stories I wish I knew before buying this one. They truly
should be recalled and fixed. July 10th, at am. I have a Nissan Altima and with this summer and
the air conditioning on the transmission gets hot and puts the car on safe mode, so the car
does not run over 40 or 50 MPH. With the air conditioning off and the windows open the car
works for a longer period of time until gets hot again. I call Nissan and they say the car still
under an extended warranty, but they check the car and it is branded, it has been repaired the
front part, only the bumper and it makes the warranty available. I told them that the motor or
anything there was not touched, but still the same answer void warranty. I bought the car with
July 22nd, at am. August 1st, at pm. I bought my Nissan Altima Second Owner. No accidents no
damage at all. The transmission in my car is causing my car to shake and shudder very badly. It
only has 39, miles on it. It would start back up, but when I put it in gear it would shut off. The
remanufactured tranny is good for 12, miles or 1 year. Definitely selling this. August 19th, at pm.
I bought a Nissan Altima model, SL model brand new. Last year there was a transmission
problem, needed a transmission assembly replacement. This is unacceptable. I need to pay 4k
now to get that fixed. What can we do to bring the Nissan company on to take it seriously and
not cheat customers? August 22nd, at pm. Well, wife and I bought a altima sv from carmax in
february with only 20k miles. Everything was fine til today! Just about to hit 30k miles and the
engine light comes on and my wife says the car doesnt seem to move right like its struggling.
Eff me right!!? Wish i would have done some research before buying this car but we desperately
needed a commuter car for my wife. Not even sure what to do, bring it to Carmax and try to sell
it back to them or go to Nissan and see if we can get it repaired under manufacture warranty!?
For damn sake it hasnt even hit 30k miles yet!!!! August 23rd, at am. Well at car will go from 65
on the hwy and then try to droo down to Well took it home and the next day car wouldnt start.
Jumped it off drove it to the first stop light. Would press on gas and would only go like 3 mph
then gear would kick in. Took to Nissan in Morrow Ga. Need new transmission. No Fair Nissan!
August 29th, at pm. September 10th, at pm. September 30th, at pm. Had my Altima for only 3 yrs
and already needs a new transmission?????? My question is why in the hell are we having to
pay for another transmission when they knew the thing was crap in the beginning! October

11th, at pm. Add me to the lawsuit I bought a Nissan Altima and my transmission when out.
Stop on me in the middle of the road. October 24th, at pm. I bought my Nissan Altima with 36,
miles from a used car dealership so had no warranty. At 42, miles transmission had to be
replaced. Nissan did pay for it because transmissions were covered up to 60, miles. Now at 67,
miles, I need another transmission. I will never have another Nissan! I am so discouraged.
October 26th, at pm. October 31st, at am. The transmission died. Third and last Nissan I will
ever own. This is not okay!! My dash has been getting extremely hot lately causing it not to
illuminate.. Shame on you Nissan. November 4th, at pm. Use to love everything about Nissan
until we purchased a Altima our second Altima and have experienced the same problem with
the CVT transmission. We have been to Nissan dealership repeatedly since purchasing for
transmission problems. Last Nissan we will ever own. I have a Nissan Altima with only 95k on it.
I bought it brand new and am the sole owner of the vehicle. Feel like the time should have
nothing to do with the warranty. Cars are aged by how many miles they have if someone, like
myself, took good care of it. I had to take a loan against my house to pay for this. Thanks Nissan
for knowing a problem existed and did nothing about it. Toyota at least does routine warranty
checks and updates people when they see obvious problems in their vehicles. My savings is
wiped out and I have yet another loan I have to pay off. I know there is a lawsuit for the CVT. So
tell me this, why just these years!? This lawsuit should have included vehicles under a certain
mileage as well. November 12th, at pm. Beautiful cars but crappy transmission! Thanks Nissan.
December 25th, at pm. I have had it to the dealership I am buying it from because the check
engine light on. It brought up a lot of codes for the transmission. They said there was nothing
wrong with it. It was when it was under the warranty at the time. The transmission went out on
me of all days on Christmas. March 17th, at pm. March 24th, at pm. I have a Nissan Altima and
having the same issues. Nissan dealership was not helping and said that my warranty has
expired. Please add me to the lawsuit. March 31st, at pm. Felt a small jolt, like I knocked the
shifter into neutral with my knee, but it never went back into drive. June 28th, at am. Absolutely
disappointed! I purchased my Altima and a couple of years later purchased a Sentra for my
college graduate. We BOTH started having issues with the cars last year. Although the issue
with the Sentra was resolved, I had to pay to have it fixed, and luckily it was not transmission
related. My Altima however continues to have issues with stalling and loss of power. As as a
one family income family, I am devastated at their response! Getting the issue to register is not
easy, when it only does this from time to time. Bottom line, I feel unsafe and constantly have to
rent cars for trips. My next car was going to be a newer Altima or Maxima, and honestly, I think
Nissan just lost our business for good â€” not that they care, but NO family should feel this
unsafe and disappointed about a big purchase like this. What kind of company puts people at
risk this way. August 21st, at pm. I have Altima ks on it. Shuts
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down when you put it in drive and the same when you put it in reverse. Other then that engine
runs fine. Brought it to dealership. They replaced VVT solenoid , dollar fix. Car operating best
kind now. New transmission easy way out for some dealerships and garages. Took to shop,
said it was a bad CVT transmission. Car has miles on transmission. October 23rd, at pm.
February 3rd, at pm. I am 75 and on social security and there is no way I can replace the
Transmission. I cannot drive very far because the car starts shifting up and down. My check
engine light came on but, it is not the engine. I only had mile warranty. My Grandson is driving a
Hyundai we had, it has mile no problems. The Nissan will just have to set if I cannot get help
from Nissian.. Your Comment. Have More Info? Blog News Office Locations. Call Us Now! Open
a Free Claim. Lemon Law Information Washington D. Is My Car a Lemon? Lemon Law Blog.
Share this post:. West Virginia Wisconsin Wyoming Other. Get Lemon Law Help Now!

